Advancement of DNA sequencing techniques accelerates the increase of DNA sequences data; one important challenge is to identify the biological significations of the huge amounts of DNA sequences. Rapidly accumulating evidences have indicated that DNA variations ranging from one to millions nucleotides, which include SNPs, insertions, deletions, inversions, duplications and copy-number variants etc., might cause genetic diversity and diseases 1, 2 . To explore the complex relationships of the structure-to-function in essentials, it is necessary to make some attempts and
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endeavours from mathematical and physical points of view. Currently, the area of DNA mathematical analysis mainly relates to some methods based on statistics, including the distribution and the correlation of nucleic acids 3, 4 , complexity 5, 6 , and some studies [7] [8] [9] [10] grounded on information theory. The correlative physical studies mainly include the characterization of structural and mechanical properties, the interaction mechanism of biological macromolecule, and dynamics modeling and simulation etc. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Simplicity and symmetry play central roles as guiding principles in nature.
However, different symmetry breakings make our world show itself complex external phenomena. If the essential principles can be deeply understood and utilized in some ways, then the current patterns may be complex but derivable from relatively simple generative principles 17 . Moreover, the discovery about symmetrical elements in life is remarkable 18, 19 , and then the analysis and classification of DNA sequences based on symmetry will greatly facilitate to understand the significance of DNA symmetry. In genomes, DNA mirror image, palindrome and direct repeat sequences have special functions and novel symmetries [20] [21] [22] [23] ; they are widespread and cause serious concern to us. The researches about the DNA symmetry involve the symmetries of molecular structures, bases, codons, genes and even genome on scale, as well as physical symmetry and mathematical symmetry and so forth on content [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
It is clear that structural variation and symmetry are both significant to the functions of DNA sequences; but the complex relationship between such physical properties and biological functions is uncertain yet. For example, sequence structural variations lead to symmetry breaking in a certain extent; however, some breaking can result in functional diversification but others have not effect on the original function, also known as DNA polymorphisms. Moreover, some symmetrical structures have influence on the evolution of sequences 21, 22 . In the consideration of structural variation and symmetry, we stepwise classify all sequences invoking the general contribute to studying the symmetry breaking mechanism consequently understanding sequences evolution 21 . The study may be a new method for the study of the symmetry origin and the growth mechanism from part to whole of DNA symmetrical sequences, it also offer a new thinking for the theoretical characterization and structural analysis of DNA sequences.
Classification and quantity
The multifarious repeat sequences containing novel structures account for a large portion of genomes. Many researches proved that repetitive sequences always play some pivotal roles in formation, organization and regulation of genes, and are important information of biological evolution 32-34. We attempt to understand the significance of novel symmetrical structures; hence, we classify DNA sequences step by step from the viewpoint of structures.
The principle of classification: for the sequences consisting of even (2n) bases, suppose that they are formed by right and left arms of equal length, we classify them according to the combinations of every two bases that locate at symmetrical sites of two arms. The combinations of two bases include 16 different cases (Fig. 1) . If each base on left arm is the same as the base on the symmetrical site of right arm, e. g. If a sequence contains odd (2n+1) bases, we regard the (n+1)th base as the centre, then there are still two arms of equal length n. In this case, one can also classify the sequences of odd length using the method dealing with the sequences of even length. As asymmetrical bases or segments frequently occur at the centre of real symmetrical sequences 21, 22 namely central spacers, our method handling the sequences of odd length is not arbitrary. For simplicity in this study, we need to consider all sequences of even length only.
Additionally, we name the sequences possessing certain symmetry at some sites and other symmetries at the rest of sites as asymmetry sequences. For example, sequence "ACTGG GGTTA" is an asymmetry sequence because the second base "C" and the last second base "T" are not identical but the rest bases possess mirror image symmetry. In reality, the majority of symmetrical sequences in genomes often contain a varying number of bases mutations that break the whole perfect symmetry, and sometimes influence whole functions 21, 35 . As known that the mutations are inevitable in evolution, the novel structures of symmetrical sequences play vital role in maintaining the complete biological functions of sequences 21 . The remainder is the asymmetry sequences (Fig. 2) . The amounts of the 11 classes of asymmetry sequences can be calculated by the following equations:
where n denotes the single arm length, and
Symmetrical sequences
In the section, we study the structure and quantity of several symmetrical sequences at the different levels. Take the mirror image sequences M and the first kind of mirror conjugated sequence M I as examples, we subdivide them, discuss their quantitative formulas and further generalize the result to another two classes of mirror conjugated sequences. Furthermore, the direct repeat sequence, which has not bilateral symmetry, is also studied similarly. In view of the similarity of structure, we discuss M and M I sequences together in the following. Here the complementary relation is the normal Watson-Crick base pairing rules; namely "A" and "T" are complementary, similarly for "C" and "G". According to the definition 2, sequence "CGCGAATTCGCG", the so-called Dickerson-Drew dodecamer, is a M I sequence that structure continues to be the subject of intense experimental and theoretical study during the past over 20 years 25, 36 . Obviously, in the above M I sequence, the twelve bases can be segmented as three parts "CGCG", "AATT" and "CGCG", which are all M I sequences. According to our investigation, palindromes "GCGC", "CATG", "CATG", and "GCGC" end to end, instead of the above 6 pieces, it means that the segmentation is not unique. However, we can avoid the problem of multiple segmentations by taking generators as units. In this way, the segmentation of (b) can only be 6 pieces.
Definition 1. M sequence
Quantitatively, we calculate the amounts of M and M I generators and combinators using computer, and the part result (n≤18) was listed in Table 1 . By analyzing the numbers, recursive relation among these numbers is deduced as:
Given the initial values of equations when n=1, we can calculate the amounts of sequences of any length recursively. Take
. By analogy, the amount of long sequences can be calculated recursively using the amount of shorter sequences that can be derived using that of more short sequences. relation is a main contribution of the study. It is effective in calculating the quantity of sequences, also is revelatory in studying DNA growth mechanism because the recursive procedure may well be similar to the growth procedure of DNA sequences. 8 Moreover, the recursive computational procedure means that among the numbers investigated, there exists an order that can be formulated, and containing the analogical properties that implies a type of symmetry by reason of the predictability of the recursive formulas 37 .
In addition, an interesting observation is that the amount of generators is always more than that of combinators for given n, and the ratio of them rapidly tends to 2.20
with the increase of n. If we interestingly compare generator and combinator to "egg"
and" chicken" respectively, we may could say that "eggs" are more than "chickens" and there were "eggs" before "chickens".
Further, besides the recursive relation in quantity, we hope to explore the recursive relation in structure. Therefore, combinators were classified in considerable Through elaborating these specialties, we observe that generator is significant not only in quantity because its amounts are precondition of calculating the amounts of combinators, also in structure because they construct combinators completely.
Direct repeat sequence is another class of special sequences with novel symmetry, and many researches proposed that direct repeat sequence plays an important role in the control of gene expression and chromatin organization [32] [33] [34] . In In the definition, t represents the periodicity, which is the most important feature of direct repeat sequences. For example, "ACACACAC" is a direct repeat sequence, and its repetitive unit "AC" of length 2 repeats four times, then the periodicity t=2. We can classify direct repeat sequences of given length according to the length of repetitive unit. In the example, however, "ACAC" can be regarded as a repetitive unit that repeats two times and t=4. In other words, periodicity t is not unique sometimes for the same sequence. To ensure consistency of classification, our classification of direct repeat sequences is based on the length of the shortest 10 repetitive unit, then the periodicity t equal to 2 in the above example. . They mean that one base repeats 12 times, t=1; 2 bases as a unit repeats 6 times, t=2; similarly, 3, 4 and 6 bases as a unit repeats 4, 3 and 2 times, respectively, t=3, 4 and 6. Obviously, the types of direct repeat sequences depend on the divisors of length n. We denote the amount of repetitive unit of length m as f (m), it is defined recursively as follows: (7) where i indicates the proper divisor of m. Then the amount of direct repeat sequences of full length n, R (n), can be calculated by accumulating its f (m): (8) where m indicates the proper divisor of n.
Therefore, if n is a prime number, direct repeat sequences merely include four kinds of sequences: "AA…A", "TT…T", "CC…C" and "GG…G". Because the proper divisor of n is only one, such that
If n is a composite number, the types and amounts of direct repeat sequences lies on the amounts and size of the proper divisors of n.
Symmetry of sequences
In consideration of the principle of classification is symmetry, here we discuss the symmetries of several typical sequences, such as mirror image sequences M, first kind of mirror conjugated sequences M I and direct repeat sequences, at the levels of bases, generators/repetitive units and molecules.
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M sequences possess mirror image symmetry at the level of bases array, that is to say every two bases that locate on symmetrical sites of two arms are the same. For M combinators, it possess not only mirror image symmetry at the level of bases also both mirror image symmetry and translational symmetry at the level of generators (Fig. 3a and b) . It is understandable that the symmetry of M sequences at the level of bases is determined by its definition; moreover, the symmetries of M combinators at the level of generators depends on its structural features that each generator is also read exactly the same on both directions. For direct repeat sequences, bases always repeatedly appear with certain periodicity that is the length of repetitive unit. Thus, direct repeat sequences have translational symmetry at the level of bases. Obviously, they possess translational symmetry at the level of repetitive units also (Fig. 3e) .
It is well known that the molecular backbone of DNA strand is constructed from alternating sugar and phosphate molecule; it means the backbone has translational symmetry. If we consider bases together with backbone, all above translational symmetry still retain; however, mirror image and mirror conjugated symmetries lose.
Additionally, we have observed the existence of overlapping among five classes of symmetrical sequences (M, M I , M II , M III , and direct repeat sequences); the 12 relationship among them is shown in Fig. 4 . For instance, sequence "ACCA ACCA ACCA ACCA" is not only a direct repeat sequence also a mirror image sequence. In details, the direct repeat sequence as a whole possesses mirror image symmetry if its repetitive unit possesses mirror image symmetry, and we denote the type of sequences as DM, and the amount |DM| can be calculated as:
, the recursive equations of M generators (equation (4) 
Conclusions
Our study should be a new step towards the mathematical and physical cognition of DNA sequences. Nevertheless, the study is the first screen for the understanding of how symmetry plays key roles in DNA classification and theoretical computation and, as such, it serves as a guild for the future exploration of DNA growth mechanism and symmetry breaking principles. In the study, three main contributions are as follows.
(1) We classify all sequences in detail based on symmetry, the stepwise refined classification contribute to the understanding of DNA sequences structure from small scale to large scale. (2) Moreover, we perform theoretically computation about sequences quantity, and have found a series of recursive equations that are often very useful when confronting a complex computation. Using our classification principle and recursive equations, one can fleetly and effectively calculate the quantity and structure of DNA sequences of any length existing theoretically. Classifying mirror image sequences M and mirror conjugated sequences M I , M II and M III into generators and combinators, an observation is that the ratio of generators to combinators tends to 2.20 with the increase of length n. From the standpoint of structure, they can be 13 compared interestingly as "egg" and "chicken" respectively, and "eggs" are more than "chickens" and there were "eggs" before "chickens". In reality, the majority of DNA symmetrical sequences do not satisfy a certain perfect symmetry; namely they are asymmetry or symmetry breaking in a certain extent. The phenomenon is consistent with that the symmetry breakings frequently present in symmetrical things whatever they are natural or artificial. Therefore, that exploring the mechanism of symmetry breakings in DNA sequences presents new challenges and opportunities to researchers 18, 21, 24 . So far, although our work have not be directly contacted to a certain biological signification, it is hopeful to provide a new insight into DNA analysis since it is well known that nature's rhythms are often linked to symmetry and simplicity [17] [18] [19] 37 . (1), (2) and (3)) represent the amounts of the asymmetry sequences assembling two, three and four kinds of symmetries, respectively. 
